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FESTIVAL 10

A U S T R A L I A

Perth InternatIonal arts FestIval In assoCIatIon WIth the aUstralIan natIonal aCaDeMY oF MUsIC Presents

WUNDERSCHÖN 
FEATURING MEOW MEOW

5 FEb–1 MARCH
IMMERSE YOURSELF

perthfestival.com.au

When

Sunday 14 & Monday 15 February
This performance is 1 hour and 15 minutes 
with no interval

Performed in German with surtitles

where

Octagon Theatre, UWA

Supported by

Reinbert de Leeuw Im wunderschönen Monat Mai (In the lovely month of May)  
Three times seven songs after Schumann and Schubert.

voCalIst Meow Meow

DIreCtor anD DesIGner Rodney Fisher AM

MUsIC DIreCtor  Iain Grandage

lIGhtInG DesIGn nick Schlieper

soUnD DesIGn Guy Smith

ProDUCer  Matthew hoy (AnAM)

assIstant DIreCtor  Cameron Menzies

ProDUCtIon ManaGer  David harrod (AnAM)

sUrtItles Philip Lambert (AnAM)

ensemble of the Academy Christina Katsimbardis, violin; Isabel hede, violin; James Munro, 
viola; alister Barker, cello; Chris howlett, cello; emma sullivan, double bass; Dominique 
Chaseling, flute; rachel Cashmore, oboe; ashley smith, clarinet; samuel Curkpatrick, bass 
clarinet; Claire ramuscak, bassoon; andrew Young, French horn; Jessica Fotinos, harp;  
stefan Cassomenos, piano.
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Reinbert de Leeuw  Im wunderschönen Monat Mai  
(In the lovely month of May)
Three times seven songs after Schumann  
and Schubert

Part I 
1 schumann – ‘Im wunderschönen Monat Mai’  
 (In the lovely month of May)
2 schubert – ‘Gute nacht’ (Good night)
3 schumann – ‘Die rose, die lilie, die taube, die sonne’  
 (the rose, the lily, the dove, the sun)
4 schubert – ‘Im Dorfe’ (In the village)
5 schubert – ‘Gretchen am spinnrade’  
 (Gretchen at the spinning wheel)
6 schubert – ‘lied der Mignon’ (Mignon’s song)
7 schubert – ‘Meeresstille’ (Calm at sea)

Part II 
8 schumann – ‘Ich grolle nicht’ (I bear no grudge)
9 schubert – ‘letzte hoffnung’ (last hope)
10 schubert – ‘Die nebensonnen’ (Phantom suns)
11 schubert – ‘rastlose liebe’ (restless love)
12 schumann – ‘Ich hab’ im traum geweinet’  
 (In my dream I wept)
13 schubert – ‘Der erlkönig’ (the erlking)
14 schubert – ‘Der Doppelgänger’ (the double)

Part III 
15 schubert – ‘Der leiermann’ (the hurdy-gurdy man)
16 schumann – ‘Kennst du das land?’ (Do you know the land?)
17 schumann – ‘ein Jüngling liebt ein Mädchen’  
 (a young man loves a girl)
18 schubert – ‘ständchen’ (serenade)
19  schubert – ‘heidenröslein’ (Meadow rose)
20 schumann – ‘Wehmut’ (sadness)
21 schumann – ‘Die alten, bösen lieder’ (the old, bad songs)

Im wunderschönen Monat Mai

Pierrot Lunaire was arnold schönberg’s response to a commission 
from viennese actress albertine Zehme in 1912 to compose a work 
for her to perform with piano accompaniment. schönberg selected 
21 of Belgian symbolist albert Giraud’s 50 poems and divided them 
into three sections (‘three times seven’). he structured the work to 
be heard in three movements, not as 21 individual songs, and the 
‘accompaniment’ grew into an ensemble of five musicians playing 
eight instruments.

Dutch composer and conductor reinbert de leeuw’s similarly 
structured music-theatre piece Im wunderschönen Monat Mai – or 
'three times seven songs after schumann and schubert' – emerged 
from his long-term collaboration with actress Barbara sukowa. 
their legendary performances of Pierrot Lunaire with de leeuw’s 
schönberg ensemble eventually led in 2003 to their creating a 
pendant to the cycle, inspired by their mutual love of German 
romantic song. If Pierrot Lunaire embodies the poet as lovelorn 
commedia dell’arte character, here the portrait is of the singer 
herself; and schumann's Dichterliebe – the archetypal romantic 
song-cycle – provides its beginning and its end. 

In the first part, tender love soon dissolves into lonely torment and 
increasing despair until in the seventh song, ‘Meeres stille’, insatiable 
longing arrives at a terrible stasis. this leads into the second part, 
which begins with ‘Ich grolle nicht’ and gradually grows darker, 
more obsessively suicidal and grotesque. In part three, release from 
the agony of consciousness is discovered in the fantasy of world-
weary sophistication. the singer feels more at home in a group of 
accessible genre songs, torch songs really, that sentimentally and 
sometimes ironically evoke the dream of love without the need to 
indulge in its pain. When at last the singer has had enough of them 
– the alten bösen lieder (bad old songs) – she calls for a vast coffin 
in which to commit them, along with her pain and grief, to the very 
depths of the sea.

In Pierrot Lunaire, schönberg relied on that manner of performance 
between speech and song called sprechstimme, in which the 
performer only suggests the pitches of the fully notated vocal part 
while executing the rhythms, phrasing and dynamics precisely; and 
reinbert de leeuw’s expressive and highly charged arrangement 
of these well-known German songs is certainly not attuned to the 
refined vocal chords of concert hall lieder. his reworking transforms 
the lyrical into the dramatic and his cuts, links, interventions 
and marvellous instrumentation expose, in an earthy, direct 
and disturbing way, the pain and grief schubert and schumann 
discovered in the poetry of Goethe, heinrich heine, Wilhelm Müller 
and others more than 150 years ago.

Rodney Fisher 

on my dressing-room wall in london, I have had a picture 
of sarah Bernhardt as theodora (to keep me in check) and a 
disturbing portrait by the surrealist photographer Man ray of the 
Marchesa luisa Casati, a woman famous for her artistic excesses 
and incredible style: ‘I want to be a living work of art’. the wild 
and lonely figures in nature of the painter Caspar David Friedrich 
have long been associated with lieder, but the more we delve 
into Wunderschön, the more Man ray's triple-eyed portrait of 
the Marchesa seems to me to embody the heightened state of 
the actor/woman in de leeuw’s jump-cut, searing 21st-century 
interpretation of the German canon. the Marchesa's heightened, 
exposed state of seeming emotional trauma – with the surprisingly 
combative energy of the belladonna eyes – for me seems so much 
to align with the exquisite pains and passions of the German poets 
and their musical embodiments in schubert and schumann, made 
raw by the schönbergian take of de leeuw. the portrait is at once a 
direct line from the subject's soul, raw and electrifying – painful – yet 
somehow distant, distorted, with a vibration of the supernatural, as if 
the very energy emanating from the subject caused a rupture in the 
photographic process ... like schönberg's ‘Gaze’, almost unbearable 
to look at, but undeniable. this has been my talisman through this 
process: the beauty of the nightingale, with all its underlying aching, 
screaming, self-conscious sorrow. 

thank you to de leeuw and Kukowa and to the Perth International 
arts Festival and the australian national academy of Music for 
inviting me to present this beautiful work. thank you to the 
ensemble and thank you to my colleagues and great friends 
rodney, nick schlieper and Mr Grandage for the immeasurable joy 
of their collaboration.

Meow Meow

Meow Meow

Post-post-modern cabaret diva Meow 
Meow (no fixed address) has wowed 
audiences globally with her unique brand 
of kamikaze cabaret and performance art 
exotica. she has performed in venues as 
diverse as new York lincoln Centre, Joe's 
Pub, the Glamour room shanghai, hebbel 
theatre Berlin, the Berlin Philharmoniker, 
Paris theatre de la ville, sydney opera 

house, Princeton University, the Famous spiegeltent, Darcelle 
Xv and numerous international arts festivals. she was recently 
named among the top ten Best of Cabaret by Time Out New 
York and has won three australian Green room awards as well 
as the new York Franklin Furnace Performance art award, DaaD 
for theatre in Berlin, the australia Council Paris residency and 
asialink shanghai (to work with the controversial Jin Xing).  Meow 
was curated by David Bowie for his nY high line Festival, ‘incited 
by’ John Cameron Mitchell (Shortbus, Hedwig). among many 
other highlights, she has had two extended seasons at the home 
of German cabaret, Bar Jeder vernunft and performed for Pina 
Bausch’s legendary dance-theatre Festival 08. she is a regular 
guest in the olivier award-winning la Clique and with the Weimar 
nY collective in nYC.  
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Guy Smith – Sound Design

Guy smith is one of australia's most 
experienced and in-demand sound 
professionals. his career spans a wide 
range of genres, from classical dance 
to rock, jazz, theatre and orchestral 
performances in venues ranging from small 
theatres to large outdoor arenas. since 
2000 Guy has been sound designer for the 
Perth Festival's contemporary music venue, 

working with such diverse artists as Chris Potter, the Brodsky 
Quartet, sonic Youth and the Black eyed Peas. 

The Australian national Academy of Music

Based in Melbourne, the australian national academy of Music 
(anaM) provides an intensive performance-based training program 
for the country’s most outstanding young musicians. Guest and 
permanent faculty in 2010 will include artistic Director Brett Dean, 
simone Young, anthony Marwood, the Brodsky Quartet, eddie 
Perfect, Barry tuckwell, richard tognetti, sebastian lang-lessing, 
Paul Wright, Meow Meow and 2010 resident Composer anthony 
Pateras. Under their direction, anaM’s 55 students will be presenting 
over 125 performances in 2010 in Perth, sydney, Brisbane, 
huntington and at its home in the south Melbourne town hall. 
anaM is funded by the Commonwealth Government through the 
Department of environment, Water, heritage and the arts.

University Theatres

Manager, University theatres Kevin hammersley
technical Manager John Doyle
head technician Clint Balfour
Patron services Manager Madeline Joll
administration officer Ruth Gogarty
administrative assistant Collette narcis
Finance Manager Robyn Wilson
accounts assistant Leonisa Manea
Box office supervisor Peter Keogh
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Rodney Fisher AM –  
Director and Designer

rodney Fisher has worked in most major 
theatres in australia and for all australian 
state theatre companies as well as opera 
australia, the victorian state opera, the 
Bavarian state opera in Munich, the royal 
Ballet in london, legs on the Wall and 
sydney symphony orchestra. he has 
directed in england, Germany, hungary, 

hong Kong and the United states. he has directed theatre, opera, 
dance, film and video and has written several theatre pieces 
and screenplays. he has directed works by international writers 
including Chekhov, Ibsen, Pinter, Pirandello, Coward, Williams, 
Miller, Kambanellis, Brecht, Ionesco, hare and shakespeare; and 
new australian plays by Dorothy hewett, nick enright, Michael 
Gow, Karin Mainwaring, nicholas Jose, raimondo Cortese, Beatrix 
Christian, timothy Daly, Fiona seres and the world premieres of 
five David Williamson plays. the recipient of many awards, rodney 
Fisher received an award for ‘significant contribution to the theatre’ 
from the sydney theatre Critics Circle and is a member of the 
order of australia ‘for services to directing and writing’.

Iain Grandage – Music Director

Iain Grandage is a composer of scores for 
theatre, dance and concert halls. he has 
been Composer-in-residence with the Wa 
symphony orchestra, the Youth orchestras 
of australia, UWa school of Music and 
Black swan theatre Company. he has won 
helpmann and Green room awards for his 
theatre scores, which include Cloudstreet, 
The Blue Room, Vamp, Optimism, Babes 

in the Wood, The Odyssey, Plainsong and True West, and has won 
aPra/aMC awards for his orchestral works. he has composed an 
opera for children, scores for dance projects (including Lawn and 
Remember Me) and has been involved in many collaborations with 
Indigenous musicians, initially as Musical Director and arranger 
for Jimmy Chi’s multi-award-winning Corrugation Road and 
subsequently with the spinifex people of central australia and the 
Black arm Band. as a performer, he plays the cello in beats band 
Wood, the chamber ensemble Windstrokes with William Barton, 
Claire edwards and Mel robinson and has moonlighted with the 
Brodsky Quartet, australian art orchestra and topology, as well as 
regularly performing on piano with cabaret überdiva Meow Meow.

nick Schlieper – Lighting Design

nick schlieper has designed for all the 
major performing companies in australia 
and works regularly in europe. Credits 
include: Don Giovanni, Nabucco, 
Tannhäuser, Rinaldo, Il trovatore, Der 
Freischütz, L’elisir d’amore, (opera 
australia); Flying Dutchman and Ken 
russell’s Madam Butterfly (victorian state 
opera); The Ring Cycle (also associate 

set Designer), Parsifal, (sosa); Don Giovanni (and set) (opera 
Queensland); War of the Roses, The Serpent’s Teeth, The Year 
Of Magical Thinking, Blackbird, Season at Sarsaparilla, Reunion, 
A Kind of Alaska, Hedda Gabler (sydney and new York), Priscilla 
(australia and london), Billy Budd, Midsummer Night’s Dream 
(hamburg opera); Macbeth, Peer Gynt (Munich); UFA Revue, 
Ein Florentinerhut, Michael Kramer (Berlin); The Ginger Man, 
Armut, Reichtum (hamburg); Tales of Hoffmann (Wiesbaden); 
The Hostage (royal shakespeare Co). Future work includes liv 
Ullman’s production of A Streetcar Named Desire with Cate 
Blanchett in sydney, new York and Washington.
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Albany Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Albany Public Library
Brett & Annie Fogarty
Deville's Pad
Fremantle Press
Friends of the Festival
Fusion H20 
Hanover Bay Studio Apartments 
Howard + Heaver Architects
Instant Products Group
Murdoch Books
Must Winebar
Oranje Tractor Wines
Perth Convention Bureau 
RTRFM 92.1
Scribe Publications
State Library of Western Australia
The Brisbane Hotel
The Drum Media Perth
The Marketing Centre
The Naked Bean Coff ee Roasters
The University Club of Western Australia
Transperth
Western Australian Museum, Albany
writingWA 
X-Press Magazine

FOUNDER

MAJOR SPONSORS

PUBLIC FUNDING PARTNERS

INTERNATIONAL FUNDING BODIES SPARKLING WINE SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

PARTNERS

PRINCIPAL SPONSORS

PREMIER SPONSORS

This event powered by

Peter and Tracey Bacich
Zelinda Bafi le
Brans Antiques and Art
Peter Briggs
Peter and Yvonne Burns
Jock Clough and Bobbie Salmon
Dr David Cooke
Grant and Cathy Donaldson 
Marco D’Orsogna 
Murray and Louise Etherington

MEDICI SPONSORS
PRIVATE GIVING PROGRAM DONORS
Zelinda Bafi le
Emeritus Professor Cora Baldock
Bernard and Jackie Barnwell
Sue Boyd
Henk and Ellen Broerse
Janette Brooks
Coral Carter
John Chandler and Barbara Whittle
Michael Chaney

Adrian and Mechela Fini
Annie and Brett Fogarty
Graham Forward and Jacqui Gilmour 
Dale Harper and Derek Gascoine
Terry Grose and Rosemary Sayer
Mack and Evelyn Hall
Sue and Peter Harley
Kerry Harmanis
Maxine Howell-Price
Adrian Iredale 
Ironbridge Property
Adam Lenegan
Michele MacKellar
John and Elizabeth Mair
Michael and Jo Malone 
Michael and Sallie Manford
McCusker Charitable Foundation
Murray and Suzanne McGill
Ian Middlemas
Michael Murphy and Craig Merrey
John and Helen Owenell
Mimi and Willy Packer
Richard Payne and Cim Sears
Philip Griffi  ths Architects 
Pearl Proud
Marijana Ravlich
Bill Repard and Jane Prendiville
Dr Sam and Dee Rogers
Sally Savini
Jackie and Gary Steinepreis
Craig Suttar
Dr Phillip and Jill Swarbrick
Rodney and Penelope Thompson
Thompson Estate
Joe and Debra Throsby
Tim and Chris Ungar
R and B Vegas
Melvin Yeo
Ashley and Anita Zimpel
Anonymous (2)

Dr David Cooke
Joanne Cruickshank
David Griffi  ths
Dr Des Gurry
Suzanne Hicks
James and Freda Irenic
Janet King
Peter Mallabone
Nick Mayman and Wendy Wise
Gaye and John McMath
Mary Napier
Alison O’Dwyer
Margaret O’Halloran
Clare Phillips
Imelda Reiss
Andrea Shoebridge
K Simmer
Dr Maureen Smith
Professor Fiona Stanley
Jill Stuart
Tuite Family
Diana Warnock
Dr Heather Whiting and Richard Hatch
Justice Christine Wheeler
Margaret Whitter
Michael Wise
Anonymous (12)
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